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Abstract 
Jet vectoring and crossflow enhanced heat transfer to a modular synthetic air jet array consisting of 

six individually controllable parallel slot jets is investigated. When applied in a multi-jet array, jet 

vectoring can be implemented to operate as an adaptive, modular heat exchanger capable of 

dynamically targeting hot spots and enhancing local cooling. Time averaged surface heat transfer 

distributions are presented for varying Reynolds number, stroke length and axial spacing. It is shown 

that crossflow is achievable for an array of jets; however vectoring performance is dictated by inter-

jet phase delay and limited by axial spacing and stroke length. All operating parameters showed 

increased levels of heat transfer are produced by operating the array out of phase. In particular, at 

small axial spacings this is attributed to crossflow generated by the out of phase jet pulsation. 

1. Nomenclature 
  orifice cross-sectional area         inter-jet 

spacing 

     

      foil surface area         time     

  speed of sound              local surface 
temperature 

    

  characteristic lengths scale          Reynolds 
number 

    

  actuation frequency          average jet 
exit velocity 

      

   Helmholtz frequency          mean jet 
exit velocity 

      

  heat transfer coefficient                 orifice 
velocity 
amplitude 

      

   orifice height         voltage     
   local heat transfer 

enhancement 

        cavity 
volume 

     

   effective orifice height         x-coordinate      
  axial spacing         y-coordinate      
  current        slot aspect 

ratio 

    

  thermal conductivity           orifice 
correction 

    



  

factor 
  orifice pressure loss 

constant 

       emissivity     

   dimensionless stroke length        phase angle     
  total actuation power        density         

     acoustic cavity pressure         dynamic 
viscosity 

        

     heat flux            

 

 

2. Introduction 
A synthetic jet is a relatively new technology 

which has shown great potential for 

applications in a number of fields such as 

aerodynamics where it can be used to delay 

the boundary layer transition and control flow 

separation. Other applications include 

providing propulsion for automated 

underwater vehicles (AUV) and for heat 

transfer applications such as microprocessors 

and manufacturing processes. Synthetic jets 

are based on an established, robust, reliable 

and scalable technology which can be 

assembled into modular heat exchanger 

arrays. It is for these reasons that they're 

particularly attractive for applications in 

extreme environments. 

A single synthetic air jet is created when a 

periodically reversible flow is established 

across an orifice located on a wall of an 

enclosed chamber. The periodic flow 

produces a non-zero mean stream-wise 

pulsating jet in front of the orifice. To achieve 

oscillatory flow, one wall must be formed 

using a flexible membrane which is commonly 

excited by a motor, piezoelectric or 

electromagnetic actuator. The resulting 

streamwise pulsating jet emanating from the 

orifice can be directed at a heated object to 

provide cooling. For any given synthetic jet 

there are two key parameters which govern 

the synthetic jet flow field. These parameters 

are Reynolds number           (  is the 

characteristic length scale, slot width) and 

stroke length and can be calculated from the 

average jet exit velocity   : 

           
    

 

       

where   is the actuation frequency and       

is the mean exit velocity. 

Many studies have been undertaken into heat 

transfer to single impinging synthetic jets [1]–

[4] which demonstrate how effectively they 

can remove heat. Due to their periodicity 

synthetic jets produce high level of turbulence 

within the jet flow. The resulting small scale 

mixing is highly effective at stripping heat 

from hot surfaces and has been shown 

capable of outperforming similar continuous 

air jets [5]. However, a limitation of the 

technology is their ineffectiveness in highly 

confined situations [6], [7], including array 

configurations [8], [9]. Under these 

conditions, ambient fluid becomes 

continuously re-circulated and as the fluid 

temperature increases the jet's ability to 

remove heat is impaired [10]. Many 

applications also produce uneven or 

intermittent heat flux distributions. It may be 

possible to negate this problem through the 

implementation of an adaptive, modular heat 

exchanger, capable of dynamically targeting 

hot spots and inducing crossflow, thereby 

providing a constant stream of cooler air with 

which to remove heat. Rylatt and O'Donovan 

[11] implemented ducting between the jet 



  

exit and confined impingement surface in 

order to entrain cooler ambient air into the 

jet flow during the suction phase of the cycle. 

The authors reported that an area averaged 

enhancement in heat transfer of up to 36% 

was achievable. Trávníček et al. [12] 

investigated the possibility of enhancing 

synthetic jet flow by implementing a more 

complex valve-less pump. The authors 

reported that the generated jet is comparable 

with a conventional axisymmetric fully 

developed turbulent jet for large distances 

from the nozzle.  However, no confined 

impingement data was reported upon. 

A number of authors have reported on 

synthetic jet arrays for heat transfer purposes 

[8], [9], [13], however all have been driven by 

a single actuator producing multiple in-phase 

jets. Campbell et al. [8] concluded that 

multiple jets were capable of cooling a greater 

area while Chaudhari et al. [9] found that at 

lower axial spacing an array provided up to 

    better cooling performance compared to 

a single orifice. Both studies reported on jets 

formed by an array of round orifices, and 

while no flow visualisation was undertaken, 

neither study noted any significant inter-jet 

interaction.  

Reporting on free, adjacent, synthetic jet pairs 

with slot geometry both Zhen-Bing and Zhi-

Xun [14] and Smith and Glezer [15] showed 

that controlled jet vectoring is possible by 

operating the jets out of phase. All 

investigations into synthetic jet vectoring 

have implemented a dual adjacent slot jet 

arrangement. Such an arrangement optimises 

the available area for inter-jet interaction and 

therefore maximises the ability to achieve jet 

vectoring. Flow visualisation data in both 

studies showed that vectoring is influenced by 

the inter-jet interaction in both the blowing 

and suction cycles. Zhen-Bing and Zhi-Xun [14] 

presented data showing that jet vectoring 

tends towards the leading jet, with the 

strongest vectoring occurring for a phase 

delay of approximately          The 

authors also showed that jets operating in-

phase but at varying relative amplitudes also 

produced jet vectoring. This study reported 

that flow was vectored towards the jet with 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup and orifice geometry 
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higher driving amplitude. Combined flow 

visualisation and heat transfer data presented 

by Persoons et al.  and Fanning et al. [16], [17] 

showed how a vectoring jet pair producing 

cross flow can enhance heat transfer from a 

heated impingement surface. As with Smith 

and Glezer [15], the authors operated the jet 

at a stroke length of     as well as the 

shorter stroke length of    , the axial 

spacing,   was varied between       . 

Peak heat transfer was observed at a phase 

delay of between         producing a     

increase in heat transfer compared to a jet 

with zero phase difference. While these 

preliminary results are promising and show 

that it is possible to establish a cross-flow 

capable of increasing surface heat transfer, 

much remains unknown about the overall 

performance and operational limitations of 

the jets at various axial spacings, 

dimensionless stroke lengths, Reynolds 

numbers and inter-jet spacings. More recently 

Greco et al. [18] showed that heat transfer 

enhancement can be obtained by operating a 

pair of adjacent synthetic jets      out of 

phase, however no vectoring was reported. 

To date, no studies have been undertaken 

investigating whether it is possible to 

establish jet vectoring or cross flow using 

more than two jets. This paper sets out to 

show that a modular synthetic jet array 

operating a significant number of adjacent 

jets can function as an adaptive heat 

exchanger in order to achieve similar or 

greater rates of heat transfer to one operated 

in phase. 

Synthetic jets contain no wear components 

such as bearings, brushes, seals, sliding 

surfaces, require no lubrication, and operate 

using an acoustic speaker which is an 

established, reliable technology with very few 

modes of failure. This reliability makes them 

ideal for operation in extreme environments. 

The most common failures in defence-related 

electronic systems as experienced by the US 

Air Force are dust, humidity, vibration and 

temperature [19]. With no moving parts it is 

expected that a speaker would last 

significantly longer, with ultimate failure more 

likely caused by power electronics rather than 

mechanical failure. It is for these reasons it is 

ideally suited to being implemented as a heat 

exchanger technology in extreme 

environments. 

 

 

3. Experimental Approach 

 3.1 Experimental Apparatus 
A schematic of the experimental setup is 

displayed in figure 1, with table 1 listing the 

relevant slot dimensions. Six jets of slot 

geometry (width        , aspect ratio 

      ) are arranged in parallel with a 

lateral spacing of         The underside of 

the jet body provides a confinement condition 

with the jet array being located at its centre. It 

is formed from a flat steel plate measuring 

        ; the jets are orientated parallel 

to the long edge of the plate. The axial 

spacing between the jet exit and the 

impingement surface is fully adjustable 

                and is one of the 

parameters tested. A CAD rendering of the 

synthetic jet array assembly is presented in 

figure 2. The array assembly is constructed 

from sheets of laser cut 1mm thick 

aluminium. These sheets were layered and 

glued on top of one another to form 

individual, modular synthetic jet cavities. The 

side walls were laser cut from a more rigid 

      steel sheet which also formed the jet 

slots and allowed access for pressure and 

temperature measurement. Jet actuation was 

provided from Visaton K 50 FL 8 Ohm 

miniature speakers. At only 50mm in diameter 



  

and 8mm deep this speaker was chosen for its 

compact size and reasonable power output. 

The speaker is rated at a normal power 

output of    with a maximum input power of 

  , has a frequency response rated at 

             and an unloaded resonant 

frequency of      . Power input to each 

speaker was limited to a maximum of      in 

order to ensure continuous and consistent 

operation. This amounted to a maximum 

combined array operational power of   Watts. 

Extended operation close to the speakers’ 

maximum rated power was shown to degrade 

performance over time. 

Table 1. Slot dimensions 

Geometry Dimension Dimensionless value 

Slot width                   
Slot length                          
Slot height                       
Jet spacing                      

 

 
Figure 2. CAD rendering of synthetic jet array assembly 

3.2 Heat Transfer Measurement 
This study considered a uniform wall heat flux 

boundary condition to obtain heat transfer 

data from the synthetic jet array and is similar 

to that implemented by Rylatt and 

O’Donnovan [11]. This is achieved by 

mounting and stretching a      thick 

Constantan® foil (           in   and   

directions) between two thick copper 

electrodes. When an electric current ( ) is 

passed through the foil, its intrinsic resistance 

( ) induces Joule heating across the foil. The 

local resistance of the foil is directly related to 

its thickness at that point; the tolerance of the 

thickness for the      foil is estimated to be 

    . In addition to measuring ambient 

temperature, each jet cavity was 

instrumented with a calibrated T-type 

thermocouple. In order to acquire surface 

temperature distribution      , a FLIR T425 

thermal imaging camera is directed at the 

underside of the foil which is coated with a 

thin layer of high emissivity matt black paint 

(      ). The camera has a resolution of 

               and returns a spatial 

resolution of               The thermal 

imaging camera captures images at        

with each image returning a        element 

array of local surface temperatures        . In 

order to obtain a mean surface temperature 

at each operating parameter    images are 

captured over     seconds and averaged. By 

measuring the surface temperature, the jet 

fluid temperature       , the current     and 

voltage     input across the foil, it is possible 

to calculate the surface convective heat 

transfer coefficient      as follows: 

     
  

     

 
[1] 

 

   
    

            
 

 
[2] 

where      is heat flux,       is the foil area. 

This equation assumes that heat generated 

within the foil only conducts in one direction; 

towards the surface where it is dissipated. In 

actuality, lateral heat conduction within the 

foil is significant and is accounted for in a 

similar way to that implemented by Golobic et 

al. [20] and Rylatt and O'Donovan [11]: 

    
        

    
   

 
    
   

 

     
  

 
[3] 

where 

    
   

 
                   

     
      

 
[4] 



  

where   is the thermal conductivity of the foil. 

Calculating the surface heat transfer 

coefficient in this way requires the 

implementation of an explicit finite difference 

analysis through matrix inversion. The current 

is measured using a Hall Effect probe and the 

exact voltage drop across the foil is measured 

across the copper bus bars. It is assumed that 

all electrical power is converted into heat 

across the foil. Conduction losses to the bus 

bars are considered to be minimal as they are 

insulated and operated at steady state. 

3.3 Synthetic Jet Set Point Control 
In order to control the Reynolds number      

and stroke length       of the jet, a method 

outlined by Persoons and O'Donovan [21] was 

implemented. The analytical model, based on 

simplified gas dynamics, is applied by using an 

acoustic microphone (G.R.A.S. 40PL, 

       ) to continuously measure the 

internal cavity pressure    throughout the 

entire jet cycle. In conjunction with a 

previously undertaken pressure-velocity 

calibration the orifice velocity amplitude 

       can be obtained: 

        

    
  

   

   
   

 

  
 

 

   
 

  
 

 

   
  

   

    

   
 

 

  

 

 

 
[5] 

where      is the acoustic cavity pressure,    

is the density of air,   is the speed of sound,    

is the cavity volume,   and    are the cross-

sectional area and the effective orifice height 

            where        for sharp 

edged slot jets,    is the Helmholtz frequency 

                        and   is an 

empirical constant required to account for the 

pressure loss in the orifice. This measurement 

technique allows for the calculation of stroke 

length   , and Reynolds number     as 

follows: 

         
    

   

  
      

  
 

 
[6] 

 

   
    

 
 
  

 

      

 
 

[7] 

Persons and O'Donovan [21] have shown that 

this method calculated the jet stroke length 

and Reynolds number with a confidence level 

of     and an uncertainty less than   . In 

order to ensure all jets operated at identical 

parameters, between tests acoustic pressure 

in each cavity was measured by moving the 

microphone between them. Any attenuation 

between cavity pressures was compensated 

for by adjusting the individual speaker input 

power. 

A National Instruments data acquisition 

system and control system supplies six   Watt 

audio amplifier with a       sinusoidal 

signal; this signal in turn is used to drive the 

speakers. This frequency was selected as the 

operating point as it was shown to be the 

lower jet resonance frequency and provides 

the most flexibility in terms of jet Reynolds 

number and stroke length. As frequency is 

maintained constant at      , both stroke 

length and Reynolds number are therefore 

directly proportional throughout all tests. 

With the frequency fixed at       only the 

amplitude will vary and this is controlled by 

the power input to the acoustic speakers. As 

the speakers showed that they had a stable 

continuous output when driven at powers 

below      , this was chosen as the 

maximum operational power for the synthetic 

jet array and therefore dictated the maximum 

operational parameters. The array was also 

tested at input powers of   and   Watts; 

thereby providing the shorter stroke lengths 

and smaller Reynolds numbers. 

To test the array’s ability to induce a cross-

flow an inter-jet phase delay was introduced. 

After the first jet ejection starts, each 

adjacent jet is fired a specific amount of time 

(or phase difference   ) after; this continues 



  

across the array until it reaches the final jet. A 

range of phase differences from       (all 

jets in phase) in increments of     up to 

        were also investigated. Inter-jet 

phase separation, as generated by and 

controlled via the data acquisition and control 

software LabView, is depicted in figure 3. 

These sinusoidal actuations correspond to the 

numbered slots presented in figure 5, with jet 

1 being the reference jet and all other jets 

being driven at a relative phase delay      

to it, where n is the jet number. 

 

As this jet assembly is fully modular, an 

indefinite number of jets can be arranged 

adjacent to one another, with each jet being 

driven at a subsequent phase delay,   . For 

the purposes of this research it was decided 

that six adjacent jets would be sufficient to 

demonstrate a proof-of-concept to form an 

adaptive, modular heat exchanger. 

4. Experimental results and 

discussion 
Table 2. Operational parameters. 

Frequency 
Array 
power 

Reynolds 
number 

Stroke 
length 

                           

270 1 800 14 

270 2 950 18 

270 3 1100 22 

 

Tests have been conducted for an array of six 

impinging synthetic jets at           and 

         producing a jet with Reynolds 

number            and stroke length 

          . The axial spacings tested 

ranged was               and the 

inter-jet phase shift ranged          . 

Time averaged surface heat transfer 

distributions for all settings were recorded 

and analysed. The following results have been 

selected and presented to best illustrate the 

findings. 

Figure 4 shows the time averaged surface 

heat transfer distribution for the synthetic jet 

array operating at a power of    and an axial 

spacing of        . Surface plots are 

presented for inter-jet phase shifts from 

           in steps of    . At this axial 

spacing the heat transfer pattern presents 

itself as roughly rectangular in shape, 

corresponding to the geometry and 

arrangement of the orifices. Most of the jets 

which are operating an inter-jet phase delay 

can be seen to produce a peak heat transfer 

of up to            (as indicated by the 

colour bar). The most obvious exception to 

this trend is observed at       where heat 

transfer is lower towards the middle of the 

channel formed between the jet orifice and 

the heated surface. It can be seen, that at this 

small axial spacing of        , the affected 

area does not extend much beyond the 

immediate vicinity of the jet exits. This 

characteristic has been observed at all jet 

operating powers,      and with a 

diminishing effect up to an axial spacing of 

    . Beyond      all jets present a 

more uniform, central heat transfer 

distribution similar to that presented in figure 

5. This more uniform distribution suggesting 

the jet has become more developed and has 

had time to interact prior to impingement.  

 
Figure 3.  Graphic representation of inter-jet phase 

shift      of sinusoidal input signal for synthetic jets. 



  

 
Figure 4. Time averaged surface heat transfer 

distributions for        ,       ,       , 
    . Inter-jet phase separation,    shown on top 

right hand corner of each plot. The colour bar 

represents the heat transfer coefficient          . 
 

Two regions of investigation beneath the jet 

array are selected in order to compare the 

area averaged heat transfer in the upstream 

and downstream flow. These regions are of 

equal area are identified in figure 5 and are 

labelled A and B. They are positioned 

symmetrically to both one another and also to 

the jet. Region B is bound by a black dashed 

line and includes the reference jet (jet 1), jet 2 

and 3. Region A, bound by the red dashed line 

incorporates jets 4, 5 and 6. Regions A and B 

were selected in order to give the maximum 

possible relevant region of interest for the 

available investigation window as dictated by 

the thermal imaging camera.  

 
Figure 5. Time averaged surface heat transfer 

distribution for     ,       ,       , 
    . The colour bar represents the heat transfer 

coefficient          . 
 

Figure 6 highlights the local enhancement and 

reduction in heat transfer between operating 

all jets in phase (      ) compared to 

operating them at a specific phase separation 

(               ), with the local heat 

transfer enhancement,    being calculated as 

follows: 

   
         

   
 

[8] 

where     represents the surface heat 

transfer distribution at an inter-jet phase 

separation of    and     that for the jets 

operating in phase (     ). It is clear from 

this figure that the main enhancement in heat 

transfer from operating the jets out of phase 

occurs immediately beneath the synthetic jet 

array. This is the case for the majority of the 

phase differences with local enhancement of 

almost     ,       , being achieved for 

           . A reduction in heat 

transfer can be observed towards the sides of 

the slots over the same range of parameters, 

indicating that the in-phase jets produce a 

more lateral flow towards the edges of the 

orifices. Elevated levels of heat transfer in 

regions A and B are evident. While the 

possibility of jet vectoring occurring at this 

axial spacing is low due to lack of interaction 

space, it is clear that there are benefits to be 

gained by operating the jets out of phase. It is 



  

possible that this increase in cooling has been 

produced through a reduction in recirculation 

of thermally saturated fluid caused by the out 

of phase jet pulsation; this could also be 

referred to as a crossflow. 

 
Figure 6. Inter-jet phase specific heat transfer 

enhancement.        ,       ,       , 
    . Inter-jet phase separation,   , shown on top 

right hand corner of each plot. The colour bar 
represents the heat transfer enhancement    

             

 
Figure 7. Time averaged surface heat transfer 
distributions for        ,       ,        , 
    . Inter-jet phase separation,    appears on top 
right hand corner of each plot. The colour bar 

represents the heat transfer coefficient          . 

 

Surface heat transfer at the maximum axial 

spacing of         and power      is 

presented in figure 7. Levels of maximum and 

overall heat transfer are significantly 

increased compared to          (figure 3). 

Similarly, the jets operating in sync (zero 

phase delay,       ) also produces the 

lowest overall level of heat transfer. 

Expectedly, as the jet has an increased 

amount of time to interact and develop prior 

to impingement it has undergone spreading 

compared to the lower axial spacings of 

(figures 4 and 5), and with it has come clear 

evidence of jet vectoring. The strongest 

vectoring can be observed at       , 

where the overall heat transfer can be seen to 

increase in region B  and decrease towards 

region A. This data shows that as a phase lag 

is introduced, the flow is vectored in the 

direction of the leading jet. Evidence as to the 

strength of this phenomenon becomes much 

more discernible when plotted in the form of 

surface heat transfer enhancement, as shown 

in figure 8.  Heat transfer enhancement for an 

inter-jet phase delay of        is observed 

to peak at        and extend significantly 

beyond the area of investigation, suggesting 

that the vectoring has induced a significant 

cross flow. This phenomenon, although 

weaker, is also observable at         and 

        indicating that there is an 

optimum phase delay to maximise vectoring. 



  

 
Figure 8. Inter-jet phase specific heat transfer 

enhancement.                 ,        , 
    . Inter-jet phase separation,   , appears on 

top right hand corner of each plot. The colour bar 
represents the heat transfer enhancement    

             
 

Further results at other array powers and axial 

spacings have consistently shown vectoring 

inducing crossflow to be strongest at an inter-

jet phase delay of       . Figure 9 presents 

surface heat transfer performance data for 

the array operating at      ,      and 

for varying axial spacings. Heat transfer 

enhancement plots (right) show little signs of 

jet vectoring inducing crossflow at axial 

spacings below       . However, previous 

evidence presented suggests that operating 

the jets out of phase may reduce fluid 

recirculation at this axial spacing. Figure 9 

shows definite jet vectoring at axial spacings 

of        and above, with the largest 

enhancement in heat transfer observed to 

occur in region B at an axial spacing of 

       . Increasing the axial spacing to 

         allows the jet to spread further 

beyond the area of investigation and in turn 

affect a larger area.  

 
Figure 9. Time averaged surface heat transfer (left) and 

surface heat transfer enhancement (right) distributions at 
       for        and        ,     . Axial 

spacing,   appears on top right hand corner of each plot. The 

colour bars represent heat transfer coefficient           
(left) and heat transfer enhancement                 

(right). 
 

Similar data to that presented in figure 9 for 

array powers of    and    showed that jet 

vectoring reduced with reducing stroke length 

            , with that at    producing 

little detectable vectoring at any phase 

separation or axial spacing. As jet interaction 

is required to induce vectoring, smaller stroke 

lengths expel insufficient volumes of fluid to 

affect vectoring. As adjacent slots are moved 

closer together fluid interaction will inevitably 

increase; it is therefore reasonable to 

conclude that slot separation plays a 

significant role in a jet pair's ability to produce 



  

vectoring. While no vectoring was detected 

for this particular configuration at       , 

it is conceivable that vectoring could be 

achieved for closer slot separations at this 

stroke length. 

 
Figure 10. Phase varying area averaged heat transfer 

enhancement for regions A and B.           
      ,        ,     . 

 

Figure 10 shows how the enhancement in 

heat transfer either side of the jet varies with 

varying phase. The area over which 

enhancement is averaged is depicted in figure 

5. The phase data for region A has been 

plotted in reverse             to 

highlight the reversible symmetry of the jet 

vectoring. 

It is significant to note that while there is a 

large increase in area averaged heat transfer 

enhancement for        produced by the 

jet vectoring towards region A, there is also a 

corresponding but largely reduced dip in 

enhancement on the far side of the jet at 

        as the jet is vectored away from 

region B. The result is a significant net gain in 

heat transfer. As with the time averaged 

surface heat transfer distributions presented 

earlier, this enhancement is seen to be more 

prevalent at higher axial spacings and larger 

stroke lengths. These results are in excellent 

agreement with those presented by Fanning 

et al. [17] who found heat transfer 

enhancements at similar axial spacings, stroke 

lengths and phase delays. This heat transfer 

data provides conclusive evidence that it is 

possible to implement an array of synthetic 

jets to achieve equally reversible, bi-

directional flow control. In addition to the 

crossflow induced heat transfer 

enhancements beneath the array, such 

functionality can also be applied to the 

targeting of hot spots through jet vectoring.  

5. Conclusions 
Surface heat transfer distributions were 

measured for a modular impinging synthetic 

jet array operating   individually controlled 

slot jets with a cumulative power of       

and   Watts. Six jets were produced, each 

with a Reynolds number of            

and      and stroke length of            

and     respectively. The axial spacing 

between the synthetic jet array and the 

impingement surface was varied between 

        and       . All six jets were 

operated at a frequency of      . The phase 

difference between each jet was varied 

between       and      in steps of     in 

an attempt induce jet vectoring and generate 

a cross flow. 

Results consistently showed that higher rates 

of heat transfer were achieved by operating 

the synthetic jet array out of phase. At low 

axial spacings          it is suggested that 

this increase in heat transfer is caused by an 

increased ability of the out of phase jet 

pulsation to draw in more cool fluid and 

thereby avoid thermal saturation. While 

higher local heat transfer coefficients were 

readily achievable at small spacings 

        , they were very localised and 

inconsistent. 

Jets operating at higher axial spacings 

(      ) allow the jet more space to 

interact and develop prior to impingement, 

resulting in significant jet spread. While this 



  

resulted in lower levels of local heat transfer, 

results showed that the area over which heat 

was transferred was increased substantially, 

thereby resulting in a greater level of overall 

heat transfer. 

Results showed that there is a strong 

dependence between jet vectoring, axial 

spacing     and stroke length     . Vectoring 

was seen to only occur at stroke lengths 

above        and axial spacings of   

  . This result is in agreement with previous 

studies which found that larger stroke lengths 

are required to produce jet vectoring [16], 

however jet spacing may be a significant 

factor in the ability of adjacent jets to interact 

at lower stroke lengths. Maximum jet 

vectoring was observed to occur at       . 

It was observed that the lowest levels of 

overall heat transfer were consistently 

produced by operating the jets in phase 

       . This was particularly evident at 

low axial spacings          where higher 

levels of local heat transfer were achievable 

by operating the jets out of phase (     ).  

While other studies have shown that it is 

possible to achieve heat transfer 

enhancement by operating two adjacent 

synthetic jets [16] [18], this study showed that 

similar vectoring and heat transfer 

enhancement is achievable with a significantly 

greater number of adjacent jets. This in itself 

proves that the concept of an adaptive 

modular heat exchanger is a viable one. The 

adaptive heat exchanger also shows the 

potential of dynamically targeting local areas 

of elevated temperature and enhancing 

overall cooling. Results show that in addition 

to a minimum dimensionless stroke length 

    , the jets also require a minimum 

interaction length     prior to impingement 

in order to establish a crossflow. 
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Higher heat transfer was achieved by operating the synthetic jet array out of phase. 

Strong dependence between jet vectoring, axial spacing and stroke length 

Vectoring occurs at stroke lengths and axial spacing  

Maximum jet vectoring occurs at & lowest overall heat transfer at  

Vectoring is achievable in arrays of more than two adjacent synthetic jets 


